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ENTHUSIASTIC REVIEWS FROM YOUR COLLEAGUES!

“A MUST for those interested in action-oriented projects through a highly engaged university community. The scope and diversity of this book is surprising! It OPENS UP NEW AFENUES FOR MACRO-PRACTICE FOR FACULTY AND STUDENTS who wish to increase their impact on local, state, or national entities, as well as neighborhoods in need.”

—Yossi Korazim-Korosy, DSW, Community Social Work Specialist; Chair, The Interdisciplinary Forum for Community Development, Jerusalem, Israel

EXAMINE HOW YOUR UNIVERSITY CAN HELP SOLVE THE COMPLEX PROBLEMS OF YOUR COMMUNITY

Community Outreach Partnership Centers (COPC) sponsored by the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) have identified civic engagement and community partnership as critical themes for higher education. This unique book addresses past, present, and future models of university-community partnerships, COPC programs, wide-ranging social work partnerships that involve teaching, research, and social change, and innovative methods in the processes of civic engagement. The text recognizes the many professions, schools, and higher education institutions that contribute to advancing civic engagement through university-community partnerships. Social work educators, students, and practitioners, community organizers, urban planners, and anyone working in community development will find it invaluable in proving guidance for community problem solving, and creating opportunities for faculty, students, and community residents to learn from one another.

University-Community Partnerships: Universities in Civic Engagement examines:

• the increasing civic engagement of institutions of higher education
• civic engagement projects involving urban nonprofit community-based organizations and neighborhood associations
• the developmental stages of a COPC partnership
• problems faced in evaluating COPC programs
• civic engagement based on teaching and learning
• how pre-tenure faculty can meet research, teaching, and service requirements through university-community partnerships
• developing an MSW program structured around a single concentration of community partnership
• how class, race, and organizational differences are barriers to equality in the civic engagement process

University-Community Partnerships: Universities in Civic Engagement is one of the few available academic resources to address the importance of social work involvement in COPC programs. Social work educators, students, and practitioners, community organizers, urban planners, and anyone working in community development will find it invaluable in proving guidance for community problem solving, and creating opportunities for faculty, students, and community residents to learn from one another.
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